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In this study, we investigate the review system of Amazon.com, which is regarded as one of the
most successful e-commerce websites in the world. We believe that the review results provided
by Amazon’s review system may not be representative of the advertised products because the
system does not consider two essential factors, namely the credibility and the time-decay of pub-
lic reviews. Using a dataset downloaded from Amazon.com, wedemonstrate that although the
credibility and time-decay issues are very common, they arenot handled well by current pub-
lic review systems. To address the situation, we propose a Review-credibility and Time-decay
Based Ranking (RTBR) approach, which improves the Amazon review system by exploiting the
credibility and time-decay of reviews posted by the public.We evaluate the proposed scheme
against the current Amazon scheme. The results demonstratethat the RTBR scheme is superior
to the Amazon scheme because it is more credible and it provides timely review results. More-
over, the scheme is simple and applicable to other Amazon-like review systems in which the
reviews are time-stamped and can be evaluated by other users.

1 Introduction

Amazon.com is regarded as one of the most success-
ful online vendors in the world. In addition to spear-

0A preliminary version of this study was published in the Pro-
ceedings of International Workshop on Web Personalization, Rep-
utation and Recommender Systems, 2008 [28]. In this extended
version paper, we adopt theShallow Syntactic Features (Shal-
lowSyn) method [33] to estimate the credibility of public reviews
that have not received a sufficient number of reviews. More-
over, we apply theKendall test [16] to evaluate the correlation
between the ranking results of our approach and the Amazon re-
view system. We evaluate our proposed approach using a rich set
of datasets, and discuss the deployment issue of the proposed ap-
proach in real systems. Hence, this manuscript is a much more
thorough and authoritative presentation of our study on theAma-
zon review system.

heading online retail sales of a variety of products
(such as books, music CDs, DVDs, software, and con-
sumer electronics) and providing various useful web
services,Amazon features review and recommenda-
tion systems that provide candid comments and rec-
ommendations for customers. Recent surveys have
reported that 50% of online shoppers spend at least
ten minutes reading reviews before making a decision
about a purchase, and 26% of online shoppers read
reviews onAmazon prior to making a purchase [1].

Review systems have been implemented on a num-
ber of popular Web 2.0-based e-commerce websites
(e.g., Amazon1 and eBay2), product comparison

1Amazon. http://www.amazon.com/
2eBay. http://www.ebay.com/
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websites (e.g.,BizRate3 and Epinions4), and
news websites (e.g.,MSNBC5 andSlashDot6). Gen-
erally, a review system is a kind of reputation sys-
tem that facilitates the development of trust in Inter-
net interactions [24]. Unlike recommendation sys-
tems, which seek to personalize each user’s web ex-
perience by exploiting item-to-item and user-to-user
correlations [20, 26], review systems give an average
rating for an item based on other customers’ opinions
about the item.
Amazon.com allows users to submit their reviews

to the web page of each product, and the reviews can
be accessed by all users. Each review consists of the
reviewer’s name (either the real name or a nickname),
several lines of comment, a rating score (ranging from
one to five stars), and the timestamp of the review.
All reviews are archived in the system, and the ag-
gregated result, derived by averaging all the received
ratings, is reported on the web page of each product. It
has been shown that such reviews provide basic ideas
about the popularity and dependability of the corre-
sponding items; hence they have a substantial impact
on cybershoppers’ behavior [6, 9].

However, since theAmazon review system is an
open forum, the anonymity of web reviewers in-
creases the chances of abuse, such as unfair/biased
ratings, ballot stuffing, and bad mouthing [7]. As a re-
sult, the review results may be misleading and untrust-
worthy [15, 21]. To mitigate the problem,Amazon in-
corporates a feature that allows users to evaluate other
users’ product reviews by stating whether they think
a review is useful or not; however, thediscriminat-
ing capability of theAmazon review system is gener-
ally considered limited because 1) the review results
have the tendency to be skewed toward high scores
[6]; 2) theaging issue of the reviews is not considered
[32]; and 3) it has no means to assess the reviews’
helpfulness if the reviews are not evaluated by a suf-
ficiently large number of users (unless additional ma-
chine learning techniques could be applied [17, 33]).

To improve the discriminating capability of the
Amazon review system, we propose aReview-
credibility and Time-decay Based Ranking (RTBR)
approach. Specifically, RTBR enhances theAmazon
system by exploiting thecredibility and time-decay
of public reviews. Using data downloaded from the

3BizRate. http://www.bizrate.com/
4Epinions. http://www.epinions.com/
5MSNBC News. http://www.msnba.msn.com/
6SlashDot. http://slashdot.org/

bookstore department ofAmazon.com, we com-
pare the proposed scheme with the currentAmazon
scheme, and show that it is superior because it is more
credible and provides timely ranking results in all test
cases. Moreover, the proposed scheme is simple and
applicable to otherAmazon-like rating systems, as
long as each product’s review is time-stamped and it
can be evaluated by other users.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
In Section 2, we discuss related works on review sys-
tems. In Section 3, we present the proposed RTBR
approach. In Section 4, using the real data down-
loaded fromAmazon.com, we compare the pro-
posed scheme with the currentAmazon scheme and
analyze the results. We also discuss the feasibility is-
sue of the proposed scheme. We then summarize our
conclusions in Section 5.

2 Related Work

A review system provides an average rating for each
item based on other users’ opinions of the item;
hence, it is a kind of reputation system that facili-
tates the development of trust in Internet interactions
[4, 8, 24, 30]. Review systems are used by a num-
ber of Web 2.0 sites (such asAmazon, BizRate,
eBay, Epinions, andSlashDot). Though the
systems differ in how they aggregate users’ opinions
and present the results, recent studies have shown that
such systems have a strong impact on cybershoppers’
purchase decisions [1, 6, 9].
Amazon and eBay, two of the most successful

Web 2.0 e-commerce stores, pioneered the use of re-
view systems by aggregating user-contributed con-
tent. On theeBay website, buyers and sellers are al-
lowed to post reviews about each other after a transac-
tion has been completed. A review can be positive (1),
neutral (0), or negative (-1). The system aggregates
the reviews of each user by summing all of his/her
received ratings, and details the results on the user’s
profile page. Resnick et al. [23, 25] evaluatedeBay’s
review system via controlled experiments and empiri-
cal analysis. In [23], they found more than half users
were willing to provide feedback and it was almost
all positive. In addition, [23] suggested that the users
may reciprocate and retaliate. [25] found that eBay’s
reputation system had significant effect in the market,
and sellers who had high reputation scores would sell
their goods with higher prices. [15, 21] suggested that
theeBay review system is likely to mislead users be-
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cause it lacks a discriminating capability (for instance,
theeBay review system has difficulty distinguishing
between a user who receives 50 positive reviews and
a user who receives 100 positives and 50 negatives,
as the aggregated ratings of the two users are equal to
+50). Moreover, it has been observed that ballot stuff-
ing is common in theeBay review system; hence, this
issue also needs to be resolved [3].

In contrast toeBay, the Amazon review system
aggregates users’ rating scores by averaging, instead
of summing. As mentioned in the previous section,
the Amazon review system allows users to submit
their reviews to the web page of each product. It
has been shown that the results of theAmazon re-
view system are highly correlated to the prices of the
corresponding products [6], and about 25% of online
shoppers read reviews onAmazon before they make
a purchase [1]. However, the shortcomings of the
system are that it does not consider the aging issue
of the reviews [32], and the review results are gener-
ally skewed toward high scores [6]. In addition, [11]
shows the average score of 53% of the products does
not reveal the true quality of product and may pro-
vide misleading recommendations. As a result, the
discriminating capability of theAmazon review sys-
tem is limited.

In addition to summing and averaging approaches,
a number of other schemes have been proposed to
improve the discriminating capability of review sys-
tems [13, 14, 22, 27, 29, 31]. For instance, [14, 22]
propose Bayesian-based review systems that rate each
product according to the feedback received. Specif-
ically, each item of feedback is given either a pos-
itive (+1) or a negative (-1) rating. The Bayesian-
based systems have been extended to filter out bad
mouthing reviews [31]. However, the disadvantage
of the Bayesian-based system is that it can not pro-
vide ratings with graded levels because it is a bino-
mial model. Therefore, [13] proposes a generaliza-
tion of the Bayesian-based systems, calledDirichlet
reputation systems, which can support multiple value
ratings. Finally, [27, 29] propose personalizing review
results based on thePersonalized Similarity Measure
and users’ preferences. However, these approaches
are rarely implemented in reality because the compu-
tation and storage overheads are prohibitive.

Since ‘helpful’ reviews have stronger impacts on
consumers’ purchase decisions than other reviews [5],
several studies have investigated how to assess re-
views’ helpfulness recently [17, 33]. For instance,

[33] presents autility scoring approach that computes
three features of a given product review (namely the
Lexical Similarity Features, Shallow Syntactic Fea-
tures, andLexical Subjectivity Clues) and then feeds
the calculation results into a regression algorithm to
measure the review’s helpfulness. Similarly, [17] as-
sesses review helpfulness using a SVM-based regres-
sion approach that considers five types of features,
namelyStructural, Lexical, Syntactic, Semantic, and
Meta-data.

Finally, [12] focuses on the analysis and detection
of review spam. In [12], Jindal and Liu use a super-
vised learning and classification model to detect three
types of review spam:False Opinions, Reviews on
brands only, andNon-reviews. In [10], Hu and Liu
propose a data mining and natural language process-
ing based approach to facilitate mining and summariz-
ing product reviews from a large number of customer
reviews of a particular product. Since it is difficult
and tedious for consumers to read hundreds or thou-
sands of reviews for each product, the feature-based
summary results provide consumers more concise in-
formation for purchase decisions.

3 The Proposed Approach: RTBR

In this section, we present the proposed review sys-
tem, calledReview-credibility and Time-decay Based
Ranking (RTBR), for emerging Web 2.0-based appli-
cations. Unlike the currentAmazon review system,
the proposed scheme is expected to better represent
the public’s opinions about reviewed items, because
it considers two additional factors of each review in
the system, namely, 1) the quality of being convinc-
ing and believable, i.e., thereview-credibility factor;
and 2) the timeliness of being representative, i.e., the
time-decay factor7.

More precisely, we assume that there aren items
in the system, and thei-th item has been reviewedri
times. LetNi denote thei-th item,si,j denote thej-th
rating score ofNi, andti,j denote the length of time
sincesi,j was rated. For thej-th review ofNi, we de-
fine the review-credibility factor asωi,j and the time-
decay factor asφi,j , which we will discuss further in

7A product may become popular (e.g., due to advertising, pro-
motion, or marketing) or outdated (e.g., due to the release of a
newer version) over time. Note that the time-decay factor should
be weighted in accordance with the properties of the product
types. For instance, it should be weighted higher for reviews of
electronic products than that of books. We defer a detailed dis-
cussion and evaluation of this issue to a future work.
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the following subsection.
Then, the proposed RTBR scheme calculates the

score value ofNi (i.e., Si) by combining the review-
credibility factor, the time-decay factor, and the re-
view score of the receivedri reviews, as shown in
Equation 1.

Si =

∑ri
j=1

ωi,jφi,jsi,j
∑ri

j=1
ωi,jφi,j

. (1)

Suppose∆(Si,Sj) is a comparison function that re-
turns 1 whenSi ≥ Sj , and it returns 0 otherwise. The
RTSB scheme then reports the ranking ofNi by tak-
ing the complementary cumulative distribution func-
tion (CCDF) ofSi. As shown in Equation 2, the rank-
ing result indicates thatNi is in the topRRTBR

i of all
the compared products.

RRTBR
i = 1−

∑n
j=1

∆(Si,Sj)

n
. (2)

Note that, in theAmazon review system, the score
value ofNi is obtained by averaging the received rat-
ing scores ofri reviews (i.e.,Si), as shown in Equa-
tion 3, and the ranking results are derived in a sim-
ilar manner to Equation 2, except that∆(Si,Sj) is
replaced by∆(Si,Sj), as shown in Equation 4.

Si =

∑ri
j=1

si,j

ri
. (3)

RAmazon
i = 1−

∑n
j=1

∆(Si,Sj)

n
. (4)

3.1 The Review-Credibility Factor

As each product review may also be reviewed by other
users, we useki,j to denote the number of users that
have reviewed thej-th review ofNi (i.e., si,j), and
ui,j to denote the number of users (out ofki,j) that
think si,j is useful. There are two cases for the defi-
nition of the review-credibility factor (ωi,j) for si,j, as
shown in Equation 5:

– Case 1: If the j-th review ofNi has been re-
viewed by a sufficient number of people, i.e.,
ki,j ≥ γ, we defineωi,j as the ratio ofui,j to
ki,j.

– Case 2: If ki,j < γ, there may be a strong bias in
the ki,j reviews whenki,j is small, or the value
of ui,j

ki,j
cannot be calculated whenki,j = 0. Thus,

we define the value ofωi,j using theShallow Syn-
tactic Features (ShallowSyn) method [33].

ωi,j =

{ ui,j

ki,j
, if ki,j ≥ γ

ShallowSyn(the j-th review of Ni) , if ki,j < γ
(5)

Specifically, theShallowSyn method employs the
Support Vector Machine (SVM) approach to estimate
the review-credibility of a give product review. The
training dataset contains a sufficiently large number
of reviews that have been reviewed by at leastγ users.
Using the training dataset, a SVM model is built in
the off-line phase by considering a variety of features
of each review, including the number of words, the
number of sentences, and the number of the words of
shallow syntactic features (i.e., proper nouns, num-
bers, modal verbs, interjections, comparative and su-
perlative adjectives, comparative and superlative ad-
verbs, wh-determiners/adverbs/pronouns and posses-
sive wh-pronouns). Then, the SVM model is used to
estimate the review-credibility of the reviews that are
reviewed by less thanγ users.

3.2 The Time-Decay Factor

For thej-th review ofNi, we define the time-decay
factor (φi,j) by

φi,j = λti,j , (6)

whereλ is an aging factor (0 < λ ≤ 1). The value of
λ is calculated using the decision algorithm, as shown
in Algorithm 1, whereΥ(α) is the comparison func-
tion that returns the average ranking distance of all
the items when the value ofλ is set toα in the RTBR
scheme, i.e., the mean of|RRTBR

i − RAmazon
i | for

all i. Note that, as shown in Equation 6. the smaller
the value ofλ, the more emphasis we put on the time-
decay factor of public reviews. Since each type of
item has different sensitivity to the time-decay of re-
views, the algorithm tries to determine the value of
λ that will ensure the results of the proposed RTBR
scheme are more representative and timely.

4 Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate the proposed RTBR
scheme and compare it with the currentAmazon
review system. We present the properties of the
dataset downloaded from the bookstore department of
Amazon.com in subsection 4.1, and show the evalu-
ation results in subsection 4.2. Moreover, we discuss
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Figure 1: The CDF distribution of the mean scores of the downloaded Amazon dataset.

Algorithm 1 The algorithm for determining the value
of the aging factor,λ, in the RBTR scheme.

1: Function Aging Factor
2: i ⇐ −1 ; α1 ⇐ 1− 10i ; δ1 ⇐ Υ(α1)
3: while truedo
4: α2 ⇐ 1− 10i−1 ; δ2 ⇐ Υ(α2)

5: if |δ1−δ2|
δ1

≤ 0.1 then
6: return α1

7: end if
8: α1 ⇐ α2 ; δ1 ⇐ δ2 ; i ⇐ i− 1
9: end while

the feasibility and implementation issues of the pro-
posed scheme in subsection 4.3.

4.1 Data Collection and Analysis

We wrote a crawler program to download data from
the bookstore department of Amazon.com at the end
of June 20118. The downloaded data relates to
books tagged asAnimation, Autobiography,
Business, Documentary, Programming, or
Psychology. For each book, the collected data con-
tains the book’s title, the author’s name, and the re-
views received. Moreover, each review contains the
rating score, the reviewer’s name, the timestamp, the
number of times the book has been evaluated, and the
number of evaluations that deemed it useful. For sim-
plicity, in this study, we only consider the books that

8We note that the proposed approach is also applicable to the
other product reviews on Amazon.com. However, we do not in-
clude the evaluation using the other products on Amazon.comin
this study because the number of the items differs greatly among
different product categories, and the number of the reviewsper
item varies a lot even within the same product type. We defer a
detailed discussion of this issue to a future work.

Table 1: The properties of the dataset downloaded
from the bookstore department of Amazon.com

Tag No. of products Avg. no. of reviews
Animation 4,511 86

Autobiography 2,410 92
Business 6,780 52

Documentary 3,331 52
Programming 2,355 34
Psychology 5,780 63

have received more than five reviews. The dataset
contains 25,167 books and 1,644,871 reviews. Table
1 lists the properties of the dataset.

Like the Amazon review system, we first calcu-
late the mean of the rating scores for each book in
the dataset. Then, we plot the mean score distribution
on cumulative distribution function (CDF) curves, as
shown in Figure 1. We find that 70% of the books
have a mean score higher than 4, and only 5% have
a mean score lower than 3. The results confirm the
findings of previous studies that the mean score dis-
tribution on theAmazon website is skewed towards
higher scores [6, 28]. Thus, the current Amazon re-
view system cannot be considered representative be-
cause it lacks a discriminating capability.

Next, following [33], we set the value ofγ to 10,
and used Equation 5 to calculate the credibility of each
review. We used theStanford Parser [18, 19] to parse
every review and compute its features. Then, for each
category of books, we collected the features from the
reviews that have been reviewed by at least 10 users
as the training dataset, and applied theǫ-Support Vec-
tor Regression (ǫ-SVR) implemented in LIBSVM [2]
to build the SVM models9, which were used to esti-

9To be accurate, the SVM models should be updated periodi-
cally, for each category of books, after real-world deployment.
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Figure 3: The CDF distribution of the ages of reviews in the downloaded Amazon dataset.

Table 2: No. of training data and mean squared error
Tag No. of training data σ2

Animation 53,850 0.0899
Autobiography 44,799 0.0618

Business 84,063 0.0708
Documentary 45,424 0.0775
Programming 17,156 0.0734
Psychology 95,050 0.0741

mate the credibility values of the reviews which are
reviewed by less than 10 users. Table 2 lists the prop-
erties of the training dataset and the regression perfor-
mance (in terms of the mean squared errorσ2). All
results are based on 10-fold cross validation.

Figure 2 shows the CDF distribution of the credi-
bility scores of the downloaded reviews. We observe
that about 24% of the reviews are not credible (i.e., the
credibility value is less than 0.5), and only 12% of the
reviews are highly credible (i.e., the credibility value
is higher than 0.8). It seems that a substantial number
of reviews on theAmazon website are either unre-
liable (e.g., due to individual preferences or uninten-
tional bias) or malicious (e.g., due to ballot stuffing,

bad mouthing, or intentional bias). Again, the results
confirm the findings of previous studies as reported in
[7, 15, 21, 28].

Moreover, in Figure 3, we plot the CDF distribution
of the ages of the 1,644,871 downloaded reviews (i.e.,
the time since each review was posted until the data
was collected). Interestingly, only 13% of the reviews
were posted within the previous year, whereas more
than 50% were posted at least four years earlier. The
results confirm that the aging of reviews is a signif-
icant issue [28, 32]. For instance, over time, a book
may become popular (i.e., due to advertising, promo-
tion, or marketing) or outdated (i.e., due to the release
of a newer version of the product). Hence, the aging
factor must be carefully managed in order to improve
the discriminating capability of the review system.

4.2 Evaluation of the RTBR Scheme and the
Current Amazon Review System

Next, we compare the review results of the proposed
RTBR approach and those of theAmazon approach
(i.e., by taking the mean of all the received rating
scores) using the Kendall test [16]. Table 3 shows the
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Table 4: The example of two programming books on Amazon.com that are over-estimated and under-estimated
respectively

Book A Book B
Score Data Review Title Ratio of people

felt helpful
Score Data Review Title Ratio of people

felt helpful

5 2007/09/02 “Best book on QT 4” 12 of 16 4 2003/01/17 “Good OOP Book” 8 of 11
5 2007/10/14 “Arrived in good order” 0 of 34 5 2003/03/25 “Extremely well written and EN-

JOYABLE Book”
4 of 4

5 2007/12/04 “It’s an excellent guide for any
QT programmer”

6 of 7 5 2003/05/17 “Which C++ Book To Read
First?”

39 of 40

3 2008/07/02 “A Mixed Bag” 14 of 14 5 2003/09/16 “C++ enthusiast” 9 of 9
3 2009/03/21 “UI files are incompatible with

Qt 4.5”
3 of 3 5 2003/12/13 “Pure C++ Tutorial” 6 of 6

4 2009/04/02 “Very Good Book” 1 of 2 4 2004/02/15 “GOOD BOOK, BUT...” 1 of 27
4 2009/10/15 “Pretty Good” 1 of 1 5 2008/01/11 “Good Start Point for Profession-

als”
2 of 2

4 2009/11/26 “Full of useful informaton” 0 of 0 5 2008/07/09 “Well written, good examples” 0 of 0
Ranking by Amazon.com: 50% Ranking by Amazon.com: 7%
Ranking by RTBR: 68% Ranking by RTBR: 2%

Table 3: Kendall’s rank correlation (τ )
Tag Kendall’s rank correlation (τ )

Animation 0.8507614
Autobiography 0.8617765

Business 0.8876215
Documentary 0.8533894
Programming 0.8666127
Psychology 0.8351172

Kendall’s rank correlation (τ ) results. The Kendall’s
rank correlation (τ ) is effective in evaluating the de-
gree of similarity between two rankings given to the
same set of objects. From the evaluation results, we
observe that the ranking results of the two approaches
have a high correspondence, which is encouraging
since the goal of the RTBR approach is to adjust the
Amazon approach by considering the credibility and
time-decay factor, it should not change the order of
ranking results of theAmazon approach drastically.

Then, using the dataset downloaded from the
Amazon website, Figure 4 shows the comparison re-
sults, where each point represents a product with its
corresponding ranking (as a percentage) using the
RTBR scheme and theAmazon scheme. Each sub-
figure is divided into three areas: 1) area I contains
over-estimated products (i.e., the review results of
the RTBR scheme are far lower than those of the
Amazon scheme); 2) area II contains consistently es-
timated products (i.e., the review results derived by
the RTBR scheme and the ordinaryAmazon scheme
are within±5% of each other); and 3) area III con-
tainsunder-estimated products (i.e., the review results
of the RTBR scheme are far higher than those derived

by theAmazon scheme). Table 4 shows an example
of two programming books10 that are over-estimated
and under-estimated respectively.

The results in Table 4 show that the RTBR scheme
can improve theAmazon approach because it consid-
ers the creditability and time-decay factors. Specifi-
cally, in Table 4,Book A is considered over-estimated
under theAmazon approach because most of the
high-score reviews are either outdated (e.g., all 5-star
reviews were made in 2007) or not creditable (e.g.,
one of the 5-start reviews were regarded not helpful by
34 reviewers). In contrast,Book B is regarded under-
estimated under theAmazon approach, as its 5-star
reviews are more creditable than 4-star reviews (e.g.,
one of the 4-star reviews was accepted by one of 27
reviewers).

We summarize the distribution of the comparison
results for the six categories of books in Table 5, and
the results show that only less than a half of the prod-
ucts have consistent review results in both schemes,
while the others are dominated by over-estimation and
next by under-estimation. Moreover, the results are
consistent with our previous findings, which are based
on the dataset of the same categories collected in April
2008. To investigate the causes of the inconsistent re-
sults, we design two tests, namely acredibility test
and atime-decay test.

1. Credibility Test

10Book A: The Book of Qt 4: The Art of Building Qt Appli-
cations, ISBN: 1593271476, http://www.amazon.com/product-
reviews/1593271476; Book B:Object-Oriented Programming
in C++, ISBN: 0470843993, http://www.amazon.com/product-
reviews/0470843993. (Accessed on September 1, 2011)
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Figure 4: Comparison of the review results derived by the proposed RTBR scheme and the Amazon scheme on
the downloaded dataset. The sample points in areas I, II, andIII are considered to be overestimated, consistent
(within ±5% error), and underestimated respectively.

Table 5: The distribution of the comparison results for
the downloaded Amazon dataset.

Tag Area I Area II Area III
Animation 50.14% 43.92% 5.94%

Autobiography 57.93% 37.26% 4.81%
Business 63.60% 33.21% 3.19%

Documentary 37.98% 49.53% 12.49%
Programming 33.89% 55.41% 10.70%
Psychology 58.30% 34.59% 7.11%

This test is designed to determine whether the
inconsistency between the RTBR andAmazon
schemes is caused by the credibility of reviews.
Suppose thatδ(si,j , x) is a comparison function
that returns 1 ifsi,j = x, and 0 otherwise, as
shown in Equation 7. For thei-th productNi, we
calculate the credibility factorDc(i, x) of each
score valuex using Equation 8. Then, we apply
linear regression to analyze the relationship be-
tweenx andDc(i, x), and obtain the slopeLc(i)
of the regression line. Based on the value of
Lc(i), theCredibility Test reportsTRUE (i.e., the
inconsistency is caused by review credibility) if
1) Lc(i) < 0 and the corresponding point ofNi

is in the Area I, or 2)Lc(i) > 0 and the corre-
sponding point ofNi is in area III; and it reports

FALSE otherwise.

δ(si,j , x) =

{

1 , if si,j = x

0 , if si,j 6= x
(7)

Dc(i, x) =

∑ri
j=1

ωi,jδ(si,j , x)
∑ri

j=1
ωi,j

−

∑ri
j=1

δ(si,j , x)

ri
(8)

2. Time-decay Test

This test attempts to determine whether the in-
consistency between the RTBR andAmazon
schemes is caused by the time-decay of the re-
views. We denoteti,max andti,min as the maxi-
mum and minimum values ofti,j for 1 ≤ j ≤ ri
respectively. We divide the period betweenti,min

andti,max into Y equal intervals (for simplicity,
Y is fixed at 10 in this study), and assume that
σ(ti,j, y) is equal to 1 whenti,j falls in the y-
th interval, as shown in Equation 9. For thei-
th productNi, we calculate its time-decay factor
Dt(i, y) for each time intervaly using Equation
10. More specifically, in Equation 10,∆(si,j, si)
is equal to 1 whensi,j > si, and 0 otherwise.
Then, we apply linear regression to analyze the
relationship betweeny andDt(i, y), and obtain
the slopeLt(i) of the regression line. Based
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Table 6: The evaluation results of the causes of under-
estimations and over-estimations using the designed
credibility test and time-decay test.

Subject Area Credibility Time-decay Union

Animation
I 63.31% 56.85% 91.15%

III 98.88% 66.67% 99.63%

Autobiography
I 36.97% 67.91% 82.34%

III 96.55% 65.52% 100.00%

Business
I 41.95% 70.67% 86.10%

III 97.69% 67.59% 100.00%

Documentary
I 51.11% 68.81% 91.19%

III 99.04% 52.16% 100.00%

Programming
I 58.34% 76.91% 94.35%

III 98.41% 55.16% 100.00%

Psychology
I 30.77% 72.31% 83.35%

III 98.78% 63.50% 100.00%

on the value ofLt(i), the Time-decay Test re-
portsTRUE (i.e., the inconsistency is due to the
time-decay of the reviews) if 1)Lt(i) > 0 and
the corresponding point ofNi is in area I, or 2)
Lt(i) < 0 and the corresponding point ofNi is
in area III; and it reportsFALSE otherwise.

σ(ti,j , y) =







1 , if ti,min +
(y−1)×(ti,max−ti,min)

Y

≤ ti,j < ti,min +
y×(ti,max−ti,min)

Y

0 , otherwise
(9)

Dt(i, y) =

∑ri
j=1

σ(ti,j , y)∆(si,j, si)
∑ri

j=1
σ(ti,j , y)

(10)

We examine the items that fall in area I and III us-
ing the two test approaches, and summarize the re-
sults (i.e., whether they are caused by the credibility
or time-decay factors, or a combination of the two)
in Table 6. From the results, we observe that most
of the inconsistency is caused by the credibility of re-
views. Moreover, we observe that the credibility is-
sue tends to cause moreunder-estimations, while the
time-decay issue causes moreover-estimations. We
also find that, by combining the credibility and time-
decay tests, more than 82% of the inconsistency can
be classified. Since the RTBR approach considers the
credibility and time-decay issues, it is superior to the
Amazon approach because it provides more represen-
tative review results.

4.3 Discussion

In this subsection, we discuss the implementation is-
sue of the proposed approach, and we demonstrate

that the score values can be updated in anincremental
manner in the proposed approach, thereby reducing
greatly the computational complexity in real systems.

More specifically, we letNi denote thei-th item,
si,j denote thej-th rating score ofNi, ri denote
the number of users that have reviewedNi, andSi

denote the score ofNi at time T . In addition,
for the j-th review of Ni, ωi,j denotes the review-
credibility factor, andφi,j denotes the time-decay
factor. The system has to calculate the numera-
tor (Ai =

∑ri
j=1

ωi,jφi,jsi,j) and the denominator
(Bi =

∑ri
j=1

ωi,jφi,j) respectively in order to obtain
the value ofSi (cf. Equation 1), and there are two
cases to update the value ofSi:

1. Case 1: a new review for Ni is input at time T ′

In this case, we first obtain the review-credibility
factor,ωi,ri+1, and the time-decay factor,φi,ri+1,
using Equations 5 and 6 respectively. Then, the
system will update the values ofAi andBi using
Equations 11 and 12 (i.e., consider the time de-
cay of the previous values ofAi andBi by multi-
plyingλT ′−T , and plus the input of the newri+1
th review), and derive the updated score valueS ′

using Equation 13.

A′
i = Aiλ

T ′−T + ωi,ri+1φi,ri+1si,ri+1 (11)

B′
i = Biλ

T ′−T + ωi,ri+1φi,ri+1 (12)

S ′
i =

A′
i

B′
i

(13)

2. Case 2: the j-th review of Ni is changed at time
T ′

In this case, we obtain the the new review-
credibility factor of the j-th review, ω′

i,rj
by

Equation 5, and update the values ofAi andBi

using Equations 14 and 15 respectively (i.e., plus
the offset caused by the update of thej-th re-
view). Then, we obtain the updated score value
S ′

i using Equation 13.

A′
i = Ai + (ω′

i,j − ωi,j)φi,jsi,j (14)

B′
i = Bi + (ω′

i,j − ωi,j)φi,j (15)

As we can see in the above two cases, the score
values of each item can be updated in an incremental
manner. Hence, the computational complexity of the
proposed approach is moderate, and the proposed ap-
proach is feasible to be implemented in real systems.
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5 Conclusion

In this paper, we have discussed the review system of
Amazon.com, one of the most popular online ven-
dors in the world. We argue that the results published
by theAmazon review system are not representative
because they do not consider two essential factors,
namely the credibility and time-decay of reviews sub-
mitted by the public. To address this issue, we propose
theReview-credibility and Time-decay Based Ranking
(RTBR) scheme. Using a dataset downloaded from
the bookstore department ofAmazon.com, we com-
pare the proposed scheme with the currentAmazon
scheme, and demonstrate that the proposed scheme is
superior because it is more credible and it provides
timely review results. Moreover, we demonstrate that
the proposed scheme can update its parameters in
an incremental manner, and thus reduce greatly the
computational complexity in real world implementa-
tion. The scheme is simple, effective, and applica-
ble to other Web 2.0-based review systems in which
the product reviews are time-stamped and they can be
evaluated by other users.
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